
The curious case of face masks and
expert opinions

In this year’s Reith lectures the BBC lecturer stylishly follows every trope
and statement of the global elite without a single criticism or original
negative thought about them. We are treated to yet another repetitious re
statement of climate change, Build Back better, and conventional anti Covid
ideology. There was no examination of the populist critiques to see if they
had anything useful to tell us.

Dr Carney did admit that in the UK at least official guidance on the wearing
of face masks changed during the course of the pandemic. Official scientific
advice and government rules spent the first period of lockdown telling us
masks had little or no value and were not recommended. They then switched to
saying masks might have benefits and were required in many locations. Dr
Carney turned this into an example of how expert opinion can evolve and
reflect changing research. This rare example of error corrected did not alter
all the central tenets of globalism where everything else was firm, obvious
and not to change. “The science is settled”!

It is such a pity there was no exploration of this example – one amongst many
– of expert advice and policy changing substantially. For if he had paused to
ask why and how, he could have explored the paradox of the advice in the
early weeks of the pandemic. At the very same time they told the public masks
would not help, they went on a frantic buying spree to secure more and better
masks for the workers in the NHS and elsewhere most exposed to the dangers of
the virus. Why should this be if masks were of little or no use?

You do not need to be a doctoral scientist to see and feel that wearing a
mask does capture a lot of the moisture on your breath when breathing out,
and would also stop some of the water vapour in the atmosphere around you
getting into your nose. Whilst doubtless most masks of loose weave do not
filter all examples of a tiny virus they are barriers for some amounts of the
water vapour that may be carrying more of it. The mask also clearly reduces
the force of your breath, directing it away from anyone you may be looking
at. Of course we all saw the priority need to give NHS workers bravely
tackling virus attacks the best possible barriers to prevent virus getting
into their lungs or eyes or mouths. So why the odd advice that masks were not
helpful for the rest of us?

One good explanation would be that the officials wanted to ensure all
available masks were provided to the NHS and then Care homes, so they needed
to reduce the demands of everyone else. Were that true it would have been
better to say that, and to have banned or reduced most individual purchases
whilst they stocked up for the priority cases. It was not such a good idea to
say the science tells us masks are not much use, when their actions implied
they thought the opposite.

This is just one small recent example of how the official line can lose force
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with some of the public because it not only changes but it seems at times to
be self contradictory.

Dr Carney did not of course wish to talk in his Reith lectures about all the
items where some of us have been critical of the economic forecasts and
actions of the Bank of England both before he led it and during his tenure. I
have often written about the failures of their ERM policy, their wildly
pessimistic Brexit forecasts and his strategy of forward guidance which
usually gave markets the wrong answer.

What we need from our recently retired senior officials is some honest
analysis of what they got right and what went wrong, to keep up their claim
to have better insights and wisdom than the rest of us. It would also be
refreshing to hear that in everything from science and medicine to economics
and behavioural sciences there remain doubts. Mistakes do need to be
corrected, and there should be big debates going on to improve our knowledge.

One of the worst features of the global consensus is its smug belief that it
has all the answers and they are not going to change. They imply anyone who
disagrees is just stupid. One of the best features of much needed expertise
is the professional disagreements which if properly acknowledged can lead to
better understandings.


